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= Juneteenth

0 There's more than one Independence Day in the U.S.

0 On June 19, 1865, General Gordon Granger rode into Galveston, Texas,

and announced that slaves were now free.
0 Since then, June 19 has been celebrated as Juneteenth across the nation.
More from MENTAL FLOSS STUDIOS

12 Facts About Juneteenth

SLAVES WERE
EMANCIPATED—THEY JUST
DIDN'T KNOW IT.
0 The June 19 announcement came more

than two and a half years after
Abraham Lincoln issued the
Emancipation Proclamation on January
1, 1863,
0 So technically, from the Union's
perspective, the 250,000 slaves in
Texas were already free—but none of
them were aware of it, and no one was
in a rush to inform them.
A page of the original Emancipation Proclamation, from the National Archives.
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THERE ARE MANY THEORIES AS TO WHY
THE LAW WASN'T ENFORCED IN TEXAS.

Confederate General Robert E. Lee surrendering to Union General Ulysses S Grant at
the close of the American Civil War, at the Appomattox Court House in Virginia on April
9, 1865. HULTON ARCHIVE, GETTY IMAGES

THE ANNOUNCEMENT ACTUALLY URGED FREED
SLAVES TO STAY WITH THEIR FORMER OWNERS
General Order No. 3, as read by General
Granger, said:
"The people of Texas are informed that,
in accordance with a proclamation from
the Executive of the United States, all
slaves are free. This involves an
absolute equality of personal rights and
rights of property between former
masters and slaves, and the connection
heretofore existing between them
becomes that between employer and
hired labor. The freedmen are advised
to remain quietly at their present
homes and work for wages. They are
informed that they will not be allowed
to collect at military posts and that they
will not be supported in idleness either
there or elsewhere."

NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND RECORDS ADMINISTRATION, WIKIMEDIA COMMONS // PUBLIC
DOMAIN

WHAT FOLLOWED WAS KNOWN
AS "THE SCATTER”
Obviously, most former slaves
weren't terribly interested in
staying with the people who
had enslaved them, even if pay
was involved. In fact, some
were leaving before Granger
had finished making the
announcement.
What followed was called "the
scatter," when droves of former
slaves left the state to find
family members or more
welcoming accommodations in
northern regions.

NOT ALL SLAVES WERE FREED
INSTANTLY

Texas is a large state, and
General Granger's order (and
troops to enforce it) were
slow to spread. According to
historian James Smallwood,
many enslavers deliberately
suppressed the information
until after the harvest, and
some beyond that. In July
1867 there were two
separate reports of slaves
being freed, and one report of
a Texas horse thief named
Alex Simpson whose slaves
were only freed after his
hanging in 1868.

ISTOCK

FREEDOM CREATED OTHER PROBLEMS
0 Despite the announcement, Texas slave owners
weren't too eager to part with what they felt was
their property.
0 When legally freed slaves tried to leave, many of
them were beaten, lynched, or murdered.

0 "They would catch [freed slaves] swimming across
[the] Sabine River and shoot them," a former slave
named Susan Merritt recalled.

THERE WERE LIMITED
OPTIONS FOR CELEBRATING

0 When freed slaves tried to celebrate

the first anniversary of the
announcement a year later, they
were faced with a problem:
0 Segregation laws were expanding
rapidly, and there were no public
places or parks they were permitted
to use.
0 So, in the 1870s, former slaves
pooled together $800 and
purchased 10 acres of land, which
they deemed "Emancipation Park.”
0 It was the only public park and
swimming pool in the Houston area
that was open to African Americans
until the 1950s.

A monument in Houston's Emancipation Park.
2C2KPHOTOGRAPHY, FLICKR // CC BY 2.0

JUNETEENTH CELEBRATIONS
WANED FOR SEVERAL DECADES

Scene from the Poor People's March in
Washington, D.C. on June 19, 1968.
ARNOLD SACHS, AFP/GETTY IMAGES

It wasn't because people no
longer wanted to celebrate
freedom –
Juneteenth celebrations waned
during the era of Jim Crow
laws until the Civil Rights
movement of the 1960s, when
the Poor People's March
planned by Martin Luther King
Jr. was purposely scheduled to
coincide with the date.
The march brought Juneteenth
back to the forefront, and
when march participants took
the celebrations back to their
home states, the holiday was
reborn.

#9. TEXAS WAS THE FIRST STATE TO
DECLARE JUNETEENTH A STATE HOLIDAY
Texas deemed the holiday worthy of statewide recognition in 1980,
the first state to do so.

#10. JUNETEENTH IS STILL NOT A
FEDERAL HOLIDAY

Though most states now officially recognize Juneteenth, it's still not
a national holiday.
As a senator, Barack Obama co-sponsored legislationto make
Juneteenth a national holiday, though it didn't pass then or while he
was president.
One supporter of the idea is 91-year-old Opal Lee—since 2016, Lee
has been walking from state to state to draw attention to the cause.

11. THE JUNETEENTH FLAG IS FULL OF
SYMBOLISM
0 Juneteenth flag designer L.J. Graf packed lots of meaning into her design.
0 The colors red, white, and blue echo the American flag to symbolize that

the slaves and their descendants were Americans.
0 The star in the middle pays homage to Texas, while the bursting "new
star" on the "horizon" of the red and blue fields represents a new
freedom and a new people.

12. JUNETEENTH TRADITIONS VARY
ACROSS THE U.S
Different localities put different spins on celebrations 0 In southern states, the holiday is traditionally celebrated
with oral histories and readings, "red soda water" or
strawberry soda, and barbecues;
0 Some states serve up Marcus Garvey salad with red, green,
and black beans, in honor of the black nationalist;
0 Rodeos have become part of the tradition in the southwest;
0 While contests, concerts, and parades are a common theme
across the country.

History Continues to be Made

The AMA House of Delegates
elected Patrice A. Harris,
MD, a psychiatrist from
Atlanta, as its president-elect
at the AMA Annual Meeting
in Chicago.
She is the first black woman
to win the office, and when
she assumes the post of
AMA president in June
2019, Dr. Harris also will be
the Association’s first
African-American female to
hold that office.
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SEMP QIC Background
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Goal

Create a coordinated,
equitable and
sustainable network
for perinatal care in
SE Michigan that
improves birth
outcomes and
narrows the disparity
between black and
white births,
including adverse
maternal, perinatal
and infant outcomes –
infant mortality.

Objective

Create a coordinated
network for the
delivery of Home
Visiting services and
other supports for
mothers and babies,
building on existing
services and
addressing SDOH for
high risk.

Recommended
Strategy (2016)

Strengthen
coordination of
services
Promote use of home
visitors as care
coordinators, HV can
help mothers connect
with health plans and
services such as WIC.

+

LOCATe Survey In-Person Interview
findings
Mental health areas noted:
Post partum depression screening assessed on all
Mental health issues referred to social worker
Minimal community resources for referral
Lack of continuity with Medicaid coverage

-Hospitals had lactation consultant access.
-Mentioned WIC, BF Network and BF peer groups.
-Referral for home assessment was uncommon
-Social worker makes referrals – LPH & HV

Social disparities identified –
Transportation
NAS babies
Low income
Education level
Lack of family support Housing/homelessness
Lack of trust as a barrier – fear of baby removal
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Healthy Baby @ Home Initiative


Improve use of home visiting programs and address
SDOH for infant survival. Target women of childbearing
age, caregivers, prenatal women and infants.
 Inequity in food security and social support are SDOH
 WIC & MIHP have both shown positive impact
 45.5% of eligible population use MIHP in Detroit/Wayne
 25% of eligible population use WIC
 2 Detroit zip codes selected from Hot Spot map

GAP Analysis Results
41% Mi births in Region 10
Detroit IMR ranges 11.8-16.1 infant deaths per 1000 live births
Black IMR = 2x white IMR
Poverty & Maternal stress contribute to IMR
PTB & LBW contribute to IMR, Black IMR ~ 2x white IMR

+

HB@H - PDSA
Goal: Increase healthy birth
outcomes and infants experiencing
healthy development for the highest
risk populations in Region 10 through
increased use of quality, evidencebased home visiting services – MIHP
Target zip codes 48221 & 48238
Activities: Identify high quality, EB
Home visiting services
Work with Health Plans, LHD, CBOs &
birthing hospitals
Address families’ SD that impact
health
Use PDSA for rapid quality
improvement/enhancements
Results: HV service utilization
increases by 10% & HV referrals
from birthing hospitals increase by
10%
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48221 & 48238 zip codes
 High IMR ranging 11.8 -16.1
infant deaths/1K live births
 High sleep related infant deaths
12-15/1K live births
 More than 30% residents with
incomes <$25K, high
unemployment, high number of
female headed households with
children & w/o husbands
 More than 90% African American
 Combined population ~70K

+

Begin at the End
Goal of Healthy Baby @ Home Project

Home Visiting service utilization increases by 10% &
Home Visiting referrals from birthing hospitals increase by 10%

+

Data Elements Identified


Data sources vary

HV Referrals come from





Major Detroit Prenatal Clinic (all outpatient)



Major Detroit Birthing Hospital (all inpatient)



Two Medicaid Health Plans (target zip codes)

Referrals go to 3 MIHP Agencies


AMC



MF



PI, Inc.

+

PDSA Data Collection Experience
January – March used as baseline
Prenatal clinic had nearly 600 new patients
 Consider enrollment fluctuations
 Note referrals made to 1 on site HV agency only
 Use the percent of new patients referred as metric
 Birthing hospital had 190 NICU/SCN infants discharged
 MHP A made 11 referrals to Home Visiting Partner
 MHP B made 0 referrals to Home Visiting Partner


+

PDSA Data Collection Experience
April – May Data Collected and submitted to MDHHS
--Meeting held to review Project with partners
--Reviewed data collected for April
--Nearly 190 new prenatal women in clinic
--Casefinding occurs at PNC clinic by two HV agencies
--More than 100 women scheduled for HV
--More than 150 NICU/SCN infants discharged
--MHP A made 6 referrals to HV partner for target zips
--MHP B made 22 referrals to HV partner for target zips

+

PDSA Data Collection Experience
Lessons Learned

NICU/SCN discharged infants get skilled nursing referral
MIHP referral can occur with skilled nursing referral
Many women say they’re enrolled in MIHP, without knowing
agncy name
MIHP agencies not sharing referral outcome to provider (PNC)
and want the information
Detroit hospital requires vendor registration to get EMR access
(to send e-referral outcome status)
Major PNC clinic learned new information about MIHP –
assessment content, program operation, etc.
Post partum mothers receive MIHP information with a list of
agencies to contact, along with encouragement to enroll

+

PDSA Data Collection Experience
Lessons Learned
HB@H Data collection and reporting is a manual process
Spreadsheet currently used to collect data
NICU/SCN discharged infants are referred to skilled nursing
when depression or IMH specialist is needed
MIHP referrals occur by hospital social worker (at discharge)
Many women/mothers decline MIHP
Foster care infants will be referred for MIHP
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PDSA Experience


HV agency partners shared MIHP assessment and resulting care
plan with PN Clinic and Birthing hospital partners



HV agency partners send referral outcome status to PN clinic and
hospital partners



SEMP QIC examining steps for HV partners to become hospital
vendors to assure sustainable relationship post HB@H



Partners are reviewing and confirming data provided based on
meeting discussions



Partners identifying process necessary to assure data submission
is provided as needed
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PDSA Experience


SEMP QIC to generate definitions of data elements for HB@H Project



Metric labels being revised based on SEMP QIC discussions with PDSA consultant



All NICU/SCN discharged infants to be referred to HV/MIHP by birthing hospital



All post partum mothers of NICU/SCN infants to be referred to HV/MIHP by
birthing hospital

+

PDSA Experience


Electronic HB@H data collection form created for partner data
submission by SEMP QIC partner



Manual data collection sheet used by hospital and clinic partner
will be revised by SEMP QIC partner based on requested changes
from partners



Exploring resources to assist birthing hospital with MIHP referrals
to assure more info given re benefits of HV



HV partners to inform PNC if referral exceed available capacity



Monthly meetings to continue with HB@H partners

+

PDSA Experience
Local Leadership Group – Wayne Home Visiting (GS)
Shared Focus Group results with members for input
May identify training opportunities for HV agencies

Community Interest
Focus Group participants are interested in continuing dialogue with
SEMP QIC

+

Next Steps


Data collection continues through Sept, 2018



Data Collection and Analysis will occur each month



Monthly meetings with hospital and HV partners continue



Project adjustments will continue based on findings



Phone contact with Medicaid Health Plan partners will continue



Next HB@H Advisory meeting is scheduled for August,2018



Recommendations will be generated by SEMP QIC for home visiting
stakeholders based on project outcomes

Gaylotta Murray, Wayne LLG

WAYNE LOCAL LEADERSHIP GROUP REFLECTION
OF THE FOCUS GROUP FINDINGS

Yolanda Hill-Ashford, Detroit Health Department

QUARTERLY FIMR REPORT & RESPONSE

Dr. Iris Taylor, PhD

HEALTH EQUITY/SDOH IMPACT EXERCISE

Summary of Interactive Session on
Implicit Bias
• Pay attention to your own biases, and pay attention to your thoughts
as you interact with clients. Be self reflective.
• Implicit bias should be a part of regular staff training, similar to CPR
training.
• Hold each other accountable
• Do not assume you have the “whole story”, helps to gain more
insights and answers
• Identify tools and apps to help identify your own biases.

Summary of Interactive Session on
Implicit Bias
• Use a “trauma lens”; helps maintain a sense of humbleness with
patients and coworkers.
• Be cognizant of the “privilege”, what we do is a privilege, not a
“right”.
• Humbleness and empathy are key.
• Language was a common theme that often elicits bias.
• Do not compare resources and place value or judgement based on
level of resources

Summary of Interactive Session on
Implicit Bias
• Learn your biases and set goals towards dissolving them.
• Develop a common language and understanding of relevant terms.
• Add this topic/training to the upcoming SEMPQIC conference

CONVERSATION CONTINUES
• In addition to training, what else can be done?
• Have you been able to report back to your organization your learnings
on bias and the impact on quality of care?
• Is there any way SEMPQIC can be helpful in this regard? What would
it take?

Conference Planning Update

Upcoming Events
August 9: IMAC in Kalamazoo
August 16: MIHIP Town Hall Meeting at Henry Ford (1 Ford Place)
6 to 7:30 PM
Hosted by MDHHS

